ENERGY POLICY
As toolmakers, injection moulders & decorators of plastic products for assembly,
distribution and sale to a wide range of customers in the UK and overseas, the company
maintains an investment programme to ensure that our competitiveness and capacity can
keep pace with our customer’s requirements.
Glazpart Ltd. holds BS EN ISO 9001: 2015 and is party to a Climate Change Agreement
with the British Plastics Federation and the scope of this policy covers all of the sites that
the company operates from.
The company is committed to :




reviewing our energy performance on a monthly basis
continual improvement in the efficiency with which energy is used
the prevention and avoidance of energy waste.

Our prime objective is to reduce our total energy consumption each year after taking
account of changes in levels of activity, weather and other relevant factors. Other
objectives and targets will be set and reviewed from time to time.
We undertake to not only comply with all relevant legislation relating to our identified
energy aspects, but also to consider additional measures to maximise our energy
efficiency.
We will ensure the availability of all information and resources necessary;






to achieve our objectives and targets;
to meet the relative energy reduction targets set due our membership of the Climate
Change Agreement relief scheme
to plan and supervise the necessary projects and programmes;
to monitor energy performance; and
subject to justification on reasonable criteria, to fund physical improvement
projects.

We recognise that achievement can only occur through the action of our staff and we will
carry out such awareness raising, training and maintenance optimisation programmes as
may be required in pursuit of improved energy efficiency and reduced losses.
In the same way, we encourage and expect staff and contractors alike to support our
policy objectives and to cooperate actively in achieving them.
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